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Scene setting
• Why adaptation?
• Why local?
• State responsibilities
• Federal programs

Earlier work
• Australian responses to CVC (Byrne et al 2009; Steele et al 2012)
• Path dependent but piecemeal
• Little acknowledgement of unevenness of impacts/vulnerabilities
• Benefits tending to flow to wealthy property owners
• Climate-just cities?

• SEQ climate change action plans, 2011 (MacCallum et al 2014)

•

Shift to certainty

• Setting aside diversity and engagement

•

Challenge/opportunity

• Importance of Federal policy and consultants

•

Personal choices

•

Segregation of environmental and
social concerns

• Climate change embedded in environment/sustainability

•

Undifferentiated community

• Risk v resilience

•

Planning to plan

• Adaptation focus = the coast

•

Reassurance

• Technocratic and managerial

• Metropolitan plans, 2011 (MacCallum et al 2011)

Progress?
Local Government CC Adaptation Strategies
State/Territory

# LGAs
(metro)

# LG
adaptation
plans (metro)

# Regional
adaptation
plans (metro)

By
Jointly
consultants authored

internal

NSW

41

11

0

5

2

4

Vic

31

15

4

5

1

8

Qld

12

5

0

1

1

3

WA

31

10

2

2

6

7

SA

19

5

2

0

0

5

Tas

6

0

2

NT

1

1

0

0

0

1

ACT

0

Total

140

13

10

28

1
47

11

Focus
• 2 from NSW, Vic, Qld and WA
•
•
•
•

All metropolitan
Contrasting localities
All internally or jointly written
Selected as ‘promising’
• Reputation, funding, diversity, reported programs/
partnerships

• Initial questions – representation of
•
•
•
•

Climate change
Adaptation
Local agency
Vulnerabilities

Marrickville
Blacktown

2015
2011

Darebin
Whitehorse

2008
2011

Redland
Sunshine Coast

2011
2010/14

Fremantle
Stirling

2011
2013

Content – description compared to response
Time and space
References/intertexts
Collocations
Transitivity
Modalisation
Appraisal

Common to all strategies
Climate change

Adaptation

Local agency

Vulnerabilities

Scientific fact

Response to risk assessment
(except Fremantle)

Locus of impacts and action

Age-related (children and
elderly) – except Fremantle

Future impacts – extreme
weather, goods and services, Needed now regardless of
health
timeframe for CC itself
Timeframes in decades

Timeframes in years

Environmental problem
with largely environmental
and economic impacts

Explicitly or implicitly
Contrasted with mitigation

RISK is key framing device
for impacts
Both threats and
opportunities (economic)

BUT energy a key issue for
adaptation

LG has a key role and strong
agency

Services to community

LG needs to show leadership Assets and infrastructure
Funding, coordination,
education and research
Community - needing
education on issues and
preparedness

Dominated by “prepare” and Civil society barely
“defend” strategies;
mentioned, if at all
“retreat” very rare

Heatwaves
Greening public spaces

NSW and Victoria
LGA

Climate Change

Adaptation

Local agency

Vulnerabilities

Marrickville

Risk management
An objective

LG – placed within national
context
Non-specific partnerships

Locational
Specified local ecosystems
No other immediate actions

Blacktown

Building resilience
Actions

Need to work with local
business / food producers /
support networks
Community – nondifferentiated, relevant values
as information

No other immediate actions

Darebin

Documented evidence in
present
Conditions of existence
Uncertainty and complexity
in relation to effects

Building capacity to act/adjust
Opportunity to transition to
low energy future
Some actions conflate
adapt/mitigate

Source of knowledge and
expertise
Community – differentiated and
active but needing assistance,
particularly the poor.

Health, disability, isolation,
socioeconomic,
marginalisation, fringe
Energy reliance - present
actions

Whitehorse

Unavoidable

Building system resilience
Technology

LG – limited by resources and
responsibilities
Community – to be encouraged

Health, isolation,
homelessness
Food

Qld and WA
LGA

Climate Change

Adaptation

Local agency

Vulnerabilities

Redland

Present and real – extreme
weather and natural disasters
Potential to be worse than
expected

Response to the failure of
mitigation action
An objective

Global and National citizenship

Generalised local ecologies
Locational
Research

Sunshine Coast

Future problem
Global problem with local impacts
Cost impacts
Institutional opportunity

Beyond technological –
behaviour change.

‘Hotspot’ of risks
Community – undifferentiated,
largely passive

Locational, homelessness
No other immediate
actions

Fremantle

Backgrounded
Political opportunity

No risk assessment
Need for innovation
New

Coastal location
ALL actors other than LG only
passive.

Heritage buildings
No other immediate
actions

Stirling

Some present manifestations at
larger scales
Certainty decreases as timeframe
increases
Institutional opportunity

Actions
Explicit choice of risk
management approach
Explicit blurring of
boundaries with
mitigation

In regional context
Relatively low risk/urgency
Partnerships mostly w other
government agencies
Others active only in relation
to ‘adapting’
Community – differentiated in
description but not in response

Socio-economic, NESB,
isolation, housing tenure,
outdoor workers
Specified threatened
species of fauna
Actions limited to low
hanging fruit

Summary
• Adaptation implies acceptance of CC as fact – science and (in SEQ) experience of major flooding events
• Victoria seems way ahead of other states – why?
• Risk assessment framing dominates strongly (supported by Federal program)
• Blurring of boundaries between mitigation and adaptation (both explicit and implicit)
• More variation in approach than expected from earlier work …
• … but still mostly closed to:
• Eco-social (as opposed to locational) differences shaping vulnerability
• Capacity and active contribution of civil society / local people (and non-humans)
• Possibilities for social transformation

• Potentials? …
• (Statistical) Socio-economic and ethnic diversity
• Interdepartmental cooperation
• Consciousness of choices
• Outside of the LAPP?

Methodological reflections
• Texts as realisation of institutional heritage and practices
• Text analysis a v small part of the overall method …
•
•
•
•
•

Acceptance and engagements internally and externally
Implementation processes and practices
Other local actors and what they are doing
Opportunities for innovation
Opportunities for developing climate justice at the urban scale

• But an important one!
• Many decisions dictated by size and make up of the team
• Consistency achieved?

